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GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting at Stirling House is on Wednesday 16 November at 6pm.
Tim Blue will pr esent a paper on American Whalers off Western Australia.
Refreshments available from 5.30pm; Bookshop open until 6pm.

American whalers were vital to early colonial settlements in Western
Australia in the mid-nineteenth century, a lifeline to be explored by
journalist Tim Blue. Captains and crew traded household and farm
hardware, clothing and tobacco for local produce and food, and added a
social vitality that lifted the lives of early settlers. Several marriages
resulted and a handful of whalemen opted to stay ashore, sometimes for
a lifetime.

Whalers at New Bedford, 1901.

At times the whalers seemed everywhere: seventeen called at Geographe
Bay in the summer months of 1841, three were wrecked on one night in
a storm in the south-west and several were later victims of the
Confederate Navy raider CSS Shenandoah. Albany was an important
supply point and Fremantle saw a regular parade of whalers too.
It is possible to count more than 800 whaling voyages to the Western
Australian coast, virtually all of them from the historical heartland of
whalers in the American north-eastern states, in centres such as New
Bedford, Mystic Seaport and Fall River, around Cape Cod and including
Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket. A dozen French whalers were active
too, one arguably saving the life of explorer Edward John Eyre.
Leaving aside their drinking habits, the whalers were welcome for the
transport they offered early settlers along the coast. One whaler – Nelson
Haley – married the grandchild of the pioneering Heppingstone family at
Augusta and Geographe Bay. His ship, the Charles
W Morgan, has been restored and now sails
regularly out of Mystic Seaport near New York.

Tim Blue, whose inter est in whaler s was fir st piqued dur ing a childhood in Busselton
tripping over whalebones, has been a broadcast and print journalist for the past forty years in
Perth, Sydney and overseas, with the ABC and commercial radio and television, and on The
Australian newspaper.

Happy Birthday from The Queen

A New Publication by the Society

We are delighted to report that the Governor Her
Excellency the Hon. Kerry Sanderson informed
Buckingham Palace that the Royal Western Australian
Historical Society was celebrating its 90th birthday in
the Queen’s 90th year. In response President Sally
Anne Hasluck received celebratory greetings:

Don’t forget to buy your copy of the Society’s new
publication, produced to mark the 400th anniversary
of Dirk Hartog’s encounter with the Western
Australian coast – The Life and Times of Dirk
Hartog by Phillip Playford, Robert Cribb, Greetje
Bouma and Cor Boer. It has been published with
the support of the Embassy of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands in Canberra. We wholeheartedly
recommend it to you.

Her Majesty was interested to learn of the
Society’s work in promoting local history and
sends her warm good wishes...

Council News
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Damien spoke of the barriers which present difficulties
to the researchers. Many Aboriginal families are not
aware of the part their collections play in our history.
There are also high literacy barriers facing some of
them. The many traditional languages spoken by them
add to the difficulties. It can be hard to build trust.
Damien said it is important to empower the Aboriginal
people to tell their own stories. Photos, alone, are not
enough. We need the information which goes with the
photo so that further research can be done.

At its meeting held on 13 October business included
the following where Council
• welcomed new members – Alan Abraham
CPA, Stephen Gilmore, Suzanne John, Gary
Morris, Lia Parker, (Rose) Ramananda
Saraswati;
• welcomed newly elected members of Council –
President Hon. Robert Nicholson, Vice Presidents Dr
Steve Errington and Lennie McCall, Treasurer Julia
Hedley CPA, Deputy Treasurer Diana Quintero,
Councillors Lorraine Clarke, Nick Drew, Neil Foley,
Dr Helen Henderson, Jack Honniball, Dr Lenore
Layman and co-opted member Dr Nonja Peters;

Damien illustrated his talk with many photos of
Aboriginal life. He showed a group of women at Perth
Zoo in 1901 and another of women and children who
had set up camp in Guildford. Approximately 110
Aboriginal people from the southwest had been
brought to West Guildford and were camped on Old
Guildford Road. It was strange for these people to see
photos of themselves and see white people. The photos
are very important but Damien said that they need to be
accompanied by the Aboriginal people telling their
own stories and thus bringing them to life.

• congratulated Dr Steve Errington who was conferred
with a Fellowship of the Society, and new Honorary
Life Members, Peter Bridge OAM, the Rev’d Fr Ted
Doncaster and Mrs Valerie Hutch, all conferred at
the Society’s recent Annual General Meeting;
• recorded appreciation to the Governor, Her
Excellency The Honourable Kerry Sanderson AC,
the Society’s Patron, for her generous hospitality to
celebrate the Society’s 90th anniversary at
Government House on 13 September;

History in the City is held on the fir st Wednesday of
each month from March to December. Our talk on 7
December is by Dr Nonja Peters on the Dutch Presence
in WA since 1616. Join us at 2pm at the Citiplace
Community Centre on the Perth Railway Concourse.
Donation $5 entry with afternoon tea, all welcome.

• welcomed architect Fred Chaney who presented the
current plans for the proposed Community History
Centre, and answered Council members’ questions;

Lorraine Tholet

A new Fellow

• expressed thanks to all the member volunteers who
staffed the Society’s stand during the Royal Show
and noted with pleasure that donations and sales
takings reached $2,696;

Dr Steve Errington JP BSc (Hons) PhD FRACI
MRSC has been made a Fellow of the Society. He
joined in 1963, committed to life membership in 1974,
and has been a Councillor since 2006 and a Vice
President since 2013 as well as editor of Early Days
since 2013. His historical research interests include
chemistry, colonial history and sport, and his
publications reveal his sound scholarship and research
abilities. He is active in conducting historical tours and
serving as a heritage tour guide. Congratulations Steve.

• gave special thanks to the Outside Community
Exhibitions team – Kerry Eivers, Dave Melvin, and
Marsha Sullivan – for the preparation and design of
the photographic exhibition held in the WA
Agricultural Hall of Fame, courtesy of the Royal
Agricultural Society of WA;
• thanked Glenda Bye, volunteer Bookshop Officer,
for her report, including the management of the
recent sale of books;

Three new Honorary Life Members
Mr Peter Bridge OAM joined the Society in 1980.
He is chairman and publisher of Hesperian Press which
has been publishing since 1969 works of Australiana,
goldfields and mining history, exploration, military
history and the outback among many other topics.
Hesperian Press’s commitment to publishing historical
studies is exceptional in making rare and out-of-print
material easily available to everyone.
The Rev’d Fr Ted Doncaster joined the Society in
1969 and has been an active member for some 47
years. He has researched and written 26 papers and
articles which are held in the Society’s Library. Fr Ted
has officiated at many of the annual Pioneers Memorial
Services and has been a regular and engaged presence
in the life of the Society.
Mrs Val Hutch has been a vital par t of the wor k of
the Society for over 35 years as both a staff member
and volunteer. She is currently leader of the Museum
Committee. There is no one more helpful, enthusiastic,
committed and active than Val in promoting the work
of the Society.

• expressed pleasure at the continuing generous
contribution of time by the Society’s many
volunteers – 954 hours in September.
Lennie McCall

History in the City
Damien Webb, Abor iginal Liaison Officer for the
State Library, has been working on the Storylines
programme for five years. During this time, a team of
researchers has been connecting the library’s
collections with families and descendants of Aboriginal
people in order to explore and share Aboriginal history
through hundreds of photographs of Aboriginal people
and places. Storylines also looks at the many
contributions Aboriginal people have made to Western
Australian history.
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Anne-Marie Wharrie has begun an eBulletin on behalf
of the Australian Lebanese Historical Society WA as a
way of introducing and connecting people to history in
a modern context whilst recording the history of
ancestors in WA. She writes – ‘Let's make history fun
and memorable. Please share your stories and photos as
a Lebanese descendant living in WA’.

If you are fascinated by the Legend of the Flying
Dutchman, then the VOC Historical Society’s
September newsletter is the one for you: all you ever
wanted to know about the story!
***************
Murdoch University will name its Library after the late
Professor Geoffrey Bolton. The Vice-Chancellor
reflected: ‘Our Library is considered the beating heart
of our University …. As a foundation professor,
academic, Senate member and Chancellor, as well as
being a friend and mentor to many colleagues and
students, Geoffrey was also at the centre of all things
Murdoch.’

The Colonial Bottle & Collectors Club’s newsletter,
The Little Bottler, reports on Japanese sauce bottles
found in Broome. A Trove search revealed that in 1916
Broome claimed to have the only Japanese soya sauce
factory in Australia.
The Jewish Historical & Genealogical Society of
WA r epor ts that Lionel Rothbaum and Isaac
Herman, two RAN servicemen of the Jewish faith who
lost their lives in World War II, were recently
remembered with Memorial Plaques in King’s Park’s
Honour Avenue lined by magnificent Bangalay
eucalyptus trees. There are approximately 1,600
plaques maintained by the Highgate RSL Honour
Avenue Group, which has been responsible for the
plaques since 1922.

Nedlands Library is commemor ating
Remembrance Day with two new stor ies about the
men who fought in the First World War: The Black
ANZACS (Doug Walsh) and Martin O’Meara (Ian
Loftus) on Wednesday 9 November 2016 at 10:30am.
Have you visited the new City of Perth Library at 573
Hay St? Designed by Kerry Hill Architects, the library
spreads over seven levels and has been built to be
environmentally sustainable. It is a most attractive
building with much use of native woods – southern
blue gum, victorian ash, blackbutt and spotted gum.
Artist Andrew Nicholls has created an eye-catching
image for the ceiling. It is a re-telling of the end of
Shakespeare’s play ‘The Tempest’ interpreted in a
West Australian setting. The library is well worth a
visit and you might want to stay to become a member.

Kalamunda & Districts Historical Society’s Bulletin
is full of interesting information and reminds readers
that the Kalamunda History Village is well worth
visiting. It is located on the site of the old Upper
Darling Range railway station built in the 1890s to
service the zigzag line. It claims the title of the largest
folk museum in WA and depicts the unique hills life.
Society volunteers have recently added a new
exhibition of early settler tools to the displays. The
Village is open every day except Thursday. What a
good time of the year for a trip to the hills!

*****************
The latest issue of the Royal Historical Society of
Victoria contains an inter esting ar ticle by the
architectural historian Miles Lewis which alerts
readers to his online databases – Australian
Architectural Index and Melbourne Mansions. If you
have a research interest in Australian architecture these
are valuable online resources – http://
www.mileslewis.net/research-database.html

For a colourful picture of contemporary Katanning and
its heritage (including Pietro Porcelli’s statue of the
town’s founder F.H. Piesse) see the Katanning Historical
Society’s attr active commemor ative br ochur e.
September’s Maritime Heritage Association Journal
contained an article by Nick Birmingham, Adriaan De
Jong and Jennifer Rodrigues answering the question –
‘Why Was Dirk Hartog So Far East?’ The authors
follow Hartog’s journey closely and conclude that he
was a ‘bold and independent navigator who
experimented with a new and more direct route to
Eastern Indonesia’.

Diary Dates
Wed 23 Nov 5:30 for 6pm: Dr Phillip Playfor d,
The Life and Times of Dirk Hartog

Melville History Society r ecently welcomed
Michelle Urban who gave a talk on the history of
Western Australia’s Jewish community. Did you know
that between 1887 and 1918 five synagogues were
established in WA – in Fremantle, Coolgardie,
Kalgoorlie and two in Perth?

Wed 30 Nov 10am: Chr is Coggin and Dr Lenor e
Layman Illustrators and Explorers
Fri 9 Dec 6 to 8pm: Chr istmas Par ty
Nov Members’ discount code for eShop: Eyreac10

The WA Police Historical Society reports on the career
of John Smith who joined the WA service in 1892 and
worked at Kanowna, Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie
through the height of the gold boom. He was wellrespected on the goldfields as he was later in the Surf
Life Saving Association where he became its first
instructor. He was placed in charge of the Police
Stables and then the newly established Traffic Branch
in 1920. Inspector Smith died in 1926 while still a
serving officer.

EARLY DAYS

Your copy of Early Days is available for collection
from Stirling House when you next visit. If this is
not convenient for you, your copy will be posted to
you before the Christmas holiday begins. We hope
you find much interesting reading within its covers
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The Auxiliary’s annual morning tea on 23 August
Member Gillian Lilleyman took her fascinated audience on a
visit to the world of Frances (Fanny) Louisa Brockman, née
Bussell (1851-1925) by interspersing excerpts from Fanny’s
diary with an explanation of events in the region at the time.
The diary covers a long span – from the early 1870s to 1905
– and provides us with a window into the personal lives of
many of those who lived and worked in the Margaret RiverAugusta district in the nineteenth century. Gillian is planning
to publish this annotated diary but it is a big task. In the
meantime we are fortunate to share some of her discoveries.
Below she gives readers just a taste of her talk.

Fanny’s house at Burnside c1927, two years after her death.
Courtesy SLWA 5699B

By 1880, Fanny had moved from Ellensbrook to Wallcliffe
House to run the household for her widowed father Alfred.
Here her entries afford an insight into staff management and
race relations.

Wallcliffe House c1905. Courtesy SLWA 5002P

1880 April 5 My ape of a Chinese cook will insist upon
going to town again to see his ‘Buddha’ he says, but really to
imbibe ardent spirits I am afraid.
1880 July 21 Chinky came back. Oh be joyful. I have been
nearly worked to death since he went away.
1880 August 6 I had a great to do with my Chinaman this
morning. I gave him some steak to grill and he burnt it to a
chip, and I expostulated with him somewhat warmly and he
threw a pot of rice at my feet and I gave him a little
wholesome correction with the broom handle.
1880 August 17 The horrid Chinaman is going to summons
Papa so he went to town. Mrs Johns went in, too, for a
witness against the Chinaman. [Louisa Johns and her
husband Joseph, better known as Moondyne, were working
for Fanny.]

The Chinese cook, Ah Hoo, whose name we find out only
from the magistrate’s files had reported the beating and that
he was owed a month’s wages to the Resident Magistrate at
Busselton, Robert Fairbairn. In response, Alfred Bussell
submitted a somewhat embellished written account of the
incident, witnessed by his household, and lodged his own
complaints of assault and of absconding from service against
Ah Hoo. Alfred’s complaints were dismissed. Whether the
cook received his unpaid wages is not recorded, but Fanny’s
comment several days later about finding any justice in
Busselton on an unrelated matter suggests he did; especially
as Fairbairn was to build a reputation on protecting workers
from exploitation.
***********
Money worries are a recurring theme in the diary,
particularly after Fanny built a house on her property
Burnside in the early 1890s.
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Tales from the State Archives Collection

Dr Hessen, second assistant at the Berlin Observatory,
commenced his night-time observations of the stars on 6
January 1906. He lived close to the Bayswater
observatory and walked, or perhaps cycled, there each
evening to conduct his work. He was well known in
Perth’s scientific community and, obligingly, also
conducted latitude observations for the Department of
Lands and Surveys when required. One departmental file
notes the observations Dr Hessen provided ‘found that
positions given in the nautical almanac were not good’.

Senior Archivist Damien Hassan recently gave an
engaging talk on some of the records in the State
Records Office. We are delighted that he is willing to
share one of his stories with us. Many thanks to the
State Records Office. If you ever have a chance, please
lobby for the SRO's most urgent need – a new home for
the archives.
In November 1905 a young scientist Dr Kurt Hessen
travelled from Bremen, Germany to Perth to conduct
research of international importance in suburban
Bayswater. What was this work? Was this German
national in fact a spy? And what tragedy was to befall
him while he was still in WA? One of the files held in
the State archives collection holds clues to this
gripping story.

The data compiled by Dr Hessen for the international
project were provided to the International Geodetic
Society in Berlin. As well as being of immediate practical
benefit (for instance, to navigators), the data from these
stations remain useful to scientists today, including for
research into polar motion and climatology, and for
satellite tracking. NASA continues to use the data to help
calculate the re-entry of space vehicles.

As the earth rotates on its axis, it actually wobbles. This
wobble was documented in 1891 by American
astronomer Seth Chandler and has since become known
as the ‘Chandler wobble’. An international program to
measure the degree of wobble was established in the late
1890s. Although Wikipedia would have you think the
USA established the program, observatories were
erected across Germany before the start of American
observations. These observatories were known as
International Latitude Stations and were set up across
the northern hemisphere. Only two stations were
established below the Equator: one in Argentina, the
other in Bayswater Perth.

Dr Hessen was due to return home in February 1909.
However, on the day before his departure, he shot himself
in the head at Lake Monger. Amazingly he survived. The
West Australian reported in sensational fashion that a
groundsman ‘saw the man…with one hand clasped to his
mouth, and the other gripping a smoking revolver’. Police
and medical help was immediately sought. Obviously in
intense pain, Dr Hessen could still relate to the
groundsman what he had just done. His many friends at
the Perth Club had given him a hearty send-off and, the
newspaper reported, ‘there was nothing…which would
give…the slightest indication that so tragic an occurrence
was impending’. He was only 27 at the time of this
incident.
Dr Hessen recuperated for several months at Perth
before returning to Germany. Information provided to
the writer by the Institute for Astrophysics Potsdam
states that he continued scientific work at
Wilhelmshaven, that he was a master of the piano and
that he died at the relatively young age of 49 after a
short illness. It appears he never married.
The circumstances behind Dr Hessen’s attempted suicide
remain a mystery. Was it an overwhelming desire not to
return overseas or perhaps a romantic interest gone
wrong?

Bayswater site where Dr Hessen's latitude station stood.

Why Bayswater was chosen for a station is not fully
known, other than being at the required latitude.
Availability of the land, proximity to the Perth
Observatory and good elevation are likely to have been
factors. The site on the corner of Hamilton and Station
streets is today a small public reserve with no recognition
of its historical significance, a piece of overlooked history.

Soon after World War I, a government official wondered
‘whether these German observers were sent out all over
the world solely in the interests of science, or if espionage
was not one of their chief duties’. The inference that Dr
Hessen may have been a spy appears completely
incorrect.
The Bayswater observatory fell into disrepair and was
dismantled in 1923, its part in a major international
scientific project a century ago generally forgotten.
References
SROWA, Cons 3640, 1905/13897 v1 and Cons 1657,
1906/12033.
West Australian, 10 February 1909.

Damien Hassan
This is just one of the many thousands of stories
waiting to be told from the State archives collection.

Standard design for a Latitude Station.
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When Perth Was Growing Up –
The Peet Posters

Indian Ocean, Rottnest & Garden Islands, Perth & Perth
water, Canning River, Midland, Guildford etc. And there
was a promise of good health: The Sanatorium of the
Hills. There’s something in the mountain air!! Transport
was important to buyers at a time when few families
owned cars; hence the emphasis on proximity to railway,
ferry or tram services. Nothing makes the contrast with
the present day better than the quoted costs: Terms £2
deposit. Balance £1 monthly without interest.

The Peet Family
The donation in 2015 of eighty early real estate posters by
the family of the late Lindsay Peet provides a fascinating
insight into the development of Perth and its suburbs from
the early twentieth century.
The real estate company, Peet and Co., was established at
the turn of the century when gold rush Perth was booming
and the company was active in the subdivision and sale of
large areas of land newly released by the government.
Lindsay’s grandfather, James Thomas Peet (1862-1935),
arrived in Australia in 1886 from Nottinghamshire with
his wife Mabel Urch (1877-1970) and founded Peet and
Barstow in Melbourne in 1890. Shortly after they moved
to Perth and established Peet & Co. James and Mabel had
five children, including Cyril Ernest Peet (1904-1989),
who married Ethel Gordon in 1936. Their son, Lindsay,
was born in 1939.
The Posters
Often screen-printed in two or more colours, the posters
were designed to catch the eye, promote new suburban
‘estates’ and attract buyers to the company’s land sales.
They included features we might not expect to find on real
estate posters, such as photographs, small maps, drawings,
motifs and other inserts, and they provide an interesting
comparison to contemporary real estate advertising.
Peet Motifs
Many posters have symbols which are identified with Peet
& Co. For example, the swastika, which today we
associate with Nazism, appears on each corner of many
maps. However, this symbol has a different, earlier
meaning. The word ‘swastika’ comes
from the Sanskrit word Svastika
meaning good fortune or wellbeing.
To this day it is a sacred symbol in a
number of eastern religions.
Peet & Co.’s Latin motto appears on
many maps – Incepta auximus,
terram vendimus – which roughly
translates as ‘We help at the start, we
sell the land’.
The charm of the posters is enhanced
by whimsical touches, such as this
tree featured in the Victoria Park
Victoria Park
Station Estate poster.
Station Estate tree

Scarborough Beach Estate

The colourful poster of Scarborough Beach Estate is
headed – Overlooking Rottnest and the Sea – Situated on
the North Beach – Ideal weekend blocks. There were
different attractions to offer: Good bathing, good surf,
good beach. Once again the poster emphasises easy
access to transport: A splendidly made road runs through
to the beach from Perth...The Tram Extension to North
Beach is certain and must come via the newly made road.

The 1923 Kalamunda
poster is headed Y ou can
C the C from the Dress
Circle of Kalamunda,
suggesting this was to be
an upper class subdivision.

City View Estate – Kalamunda

The Kalamunda poster
included a coloured aerial
map of the district, a plan
of the estate showing
blocks for sale and a
locality plan to locate the
estate within the general
Kalamunda area. The
buyer was promised a
magnificent site with its
glorious views of the

Garden Island

A Garden Island poster
offered lots for sale in
1907, the artwork
featuring the sea and
sailing. The
Yachtsmans
Rendezvous. Lovely
views of Fremantle,
Gage Roads,
Rockingham…The only
freehold island
subdivision in WA.
Nowadays Garden
Island is home to a
naval facility with
limited access for
public recreation.

The Peet posters are an example of the creative
advertising which launched real estate development in
Perth; as well they give us important information about
our city at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the
twentieth centuries, and what was most important to
potential buyers of residential blocks at this time.

Jill Maughan
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George J. Webb, Esq., DACG (edited & annotated
by Geoff Blackburn, Steve Errington & Peter J.
Bridge), Our Western Australian Home Being
Sketches of Scenery and Society in the Colony,
Hesperian Press, 2016, 44 pp. SP $22 MP $21.
In Library.

Phillip Playford, Robert Cribb, Greetje Bouma and
Cor Boer, The Life and Times of Dirk Hartog, Royal
WA Historical Society, Perth, 2016, 41 pp. SP $20.
Reviewer: Dr Ian D MacLeod, Principal, Heritage
Conservation Solutions
To receive an advance copy of
this delightful book a few
weeks before the 400th
anniversary of Dirk Hartog
landing on the eponymously
named island and nailing the
famous inscribed pewter plate
to a piece of timber was
thrilling. Thus an early
breakfast began with a feel of
the cover and a turn of the
finely finished volume of well-chosen printing stock
that will stand the test of time. I could not put the book
down and all too soon the final page was turned and I
could then set about my other tasks.

Reviewer: Stephen Bartley
From 1839 to 1849, George
Webb called Western
Australia home. Like most of
Perth’s small population,
Webb was on the government
payroll, employed as a clerk
in the Commissary, the
supply arm of the Military.
His ‘sketches’ of early Perth,
though rather brief,
nevertheless provide a telling
insight into the early days of
Perth and its surrounds.

So what is good about the book and why should you
buy it? To begin with, previous books on de Vlamingh
by Phillip Playford were prize-winning achievements
and this is no less quality. Precise, sensitive, creative
and energetic language lift dead history into the realm
of an almost eye witness account, separated by linear
time of 400 years. The book is lavishly illustrated with
the most wonderful collection of old maps and current
charts which set out the areas in the text so you are left
wondering why you never got around to studying the
outer islands of what is now known as the Indonesian
archipelago.

Webb begins with a vivid description of Perth’s
geography and town layout. His somewhat effusive
tone can be a little overwhelming but it’s hard for the
modern reader not to become as enamoured as he was
with the naturalness that he saw in every sight and
sound. ‘The river Swan’ becomes an Eden-like water
way, the land abounds in native animals living in a
‘thick and seemingly impenetrable forest’ that starts at
the front door of almost every dwelling. Even the
buildings, already being built to local conditions, are
portrayed as harmonious structures where the cooling
breezes and conversation flow freely. He notes that, at
the officers’ quarters, one could stare down the river
for a good six miles and enjoy the leisurely river
traffic. On the social scene he’s even more gushing,
believing that the colonists were the happiest, most
crime-free and sociable people in the Empire, stating
that, ‘To pass a door without entering was deemed an
insult’. George wasn’t content to hang around the
settlement, he seems to have travelled in all directions
and recounts some intriguing visits to Rottnest and
what would be modern-day Yanchep.

The introductory chapter on the Life of Dirk Hartog
goes through the complexities of nomenclature with
the skills of an expert winnower of grain so we get the
essence of the man and his times and how history has
changed the record of the spelling of names and
locations of major events. However what does not
change is the nature of the man and suddenly he has
become alive to the reader. The second chapter Dirk
Hartog and the land of the Eendracht connects the
better known stories of the de Vlamingh plate and the
horrors of shipwreck and the loss of so many crew to
scurvy and other shipboard diseases. It sets the story of
the achievements in a full and rich context. Dirk
Hartog and the trading world of the early 17th century
encourages the reader to keep an open mind and learn
much about the intricacies of the way in which the
VOC conducted its operations.

Our Commissariat clerk’s story is doubly interesting
for the contact he had with Aboriginal people. One in
particular, Warrup, lived with Webb for two years, and
it is clear that Webb was deeply attached to him.
Though a staunch imperialist, Webb tries to get inside
the minds of the Aboriginals and what they must have
felt with the arrival of, as Webb terms it, ‘the invader’.
Webb studied the local Aboriginal language and
Warrup spoke enough English for the two men to share
thoughts and feelings. Webb knew that Warrup walked
a fine line between two worlds, trying to fit himself to
the customs and laws of both. Webb knew that was
impossible task, but that Warrup tried, made him
admire the young Aboriginal man all the more.

All too soon the review is done: three magic chapters
and the book makes a perfect present for all those good
West Australians celebrating the 400th anniversary of
Dirk Hartog. Thanks go to the RWAHS for timely
production of this delightful publication, and
everybody with an ounce of history and understanding
of our shared maritime heritage must buy a copy.
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Our Western Australian Home operates as a brief
summation of the thoughts of a man who was clearly
above the ordinary. The subtle editing and background
information provided by Geoff Blackburn, Steve
Errington and Peter Bridge further enhances the
reading. A thoroughly enjoyable and enlightening book.
Robyn McSweeney, Albert Edmund Cockram. K ing
of the Racecourse 1870-1943, Robyn McSweeney,
Bridgetown, 2015, 728 pp. In Library.
Reviewer: Patrick Cornish
The bride, who was
given away by her
brother Vivian
Cockram in the
absence through
indisposition of her
father, wore a dress of
ivory duchess satin,
brocaded in a delicate
myrtle leaf design in
silver.
If you want, firstly, to know
more about Miss Ena Cockram’s attire on her big day
in 1934, go to page 551 of this marathon effort of
family history by Robyn McSweeney MLC, a Cabinet
Minister whose portfolios include, appropriately,
Seniors and Volunteering. If you want, secondly, to
know how this mother, grandmother, career politician
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Lynn O’Hara
Lesley Burnett
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and author found time to compile so many items, just
put it down to staying power such as jockeys and their
mounts need to show. McSweeney is surely a role
model for volunteers everywhere.
The equine analogy is appropriate because her greatgrandfather, Albert Edmund Cockram (1870-1943),
became the ‘largest importer of thoroughbreds into
Australia’. His racing colours, orange and purple, were
associated with cups and prizes all over the country. So
if you follow the Sport of Kings and the King of
Sports, as many do, this book is gold.
I am not one of this breed but found much of interest in
its pages, not least because there are so many verbatim
news reports from decades past when marriages were
‘solemnised’ and brides ‘went away in a lovely
ensemble of suede crepe of soft azure blue’. The use of
language, the very decorum of language, as well as the
priorities of the writer, have changed so much in the
last century.
McSweeney has offered a cornucopia of goodies rather
than a measured narrative of Albert Cockram’s life. He
had substantial businesses in mining as well as
horseflesh. Family snaps and press photographs help
bring the characters alive. The man himself had a sense
of history as well as industry. In June 1940 he was the
oldest Old Boy at a reunion at Hale School. He had
attended from 1884-86, so was nicely placed to begin
adult life just as the colony was enjoying a boom. By
Federation in 1901 he was prospering, on track to
become a leading citizen of the new State of Western
Australia.
If you’re a member who receives this newsletter in
hard copy by post, and you’re happy to receive it by
email, please contact us (9386 3841 or
admin@histwest.org.au with your email address, and
save money and trees by receiving it online!
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